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Simplicity and user-friendly

A position is signalled every 5 minutes

As soon as the Mi13 is powered from the activated lighting, it 
can send a live position every 5 minutes to the Moving 
Intelligence platform and app. With non-activated running 
lights the Mi13 uses the power released by the brake and signal 
lights. This released power is stored in the internal ‘supercaps’ 
and used later to send GPS positions.

The Mi13 is a unique and patented GPS tracker that can be 
fitted in or behind the rear light. The built-in ‘supercaps’ directly 
save the power released by the brake, signal and running lights 
as soon as these are activated. With the Mi13 it is possible to 
track and trace trailer in all conditions, even if not connected to 
a permanent power source.

GPS, affordable and without battery 

The Mi13 is very small and simple to fit in the rear light at your own workplace or by an installation specialist. After installation and 
activation the system is immediately visible on the Moving Intelligence platform and in the app. With the use of GPS the system 
can accurately be found within just a few metres across the whole of Europe. On purchasing you receive an activation code. You 
use this code to add your system to your Moving Intelligence account. On the platform you activate the desired package. The 
services are immediately active with coverage across the whole of Europe.

Mi13
When running lights are activated, a live position is signalled every 5 minutes

GPS and GSM coverage throughout Europe

Border crossing notification 

See the location of your trailers with one press of the button

Tracking trailers has never been so easy. Unfortunately the overall situation cannot always be kept under control, and finding 

the location also often costs a lot of time and trouble.  With the Mi13 trailer tracker you can immediately see the location of 

your trailer with one press of the button.

The GPS tracker for vehicle, travel and all semi-trailers
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Mi13 ADVANTAGES

• Simple installation
• Easy to use
• GPS  and GSM coverage across the whole of Europe
• Border crossing notification
• Very small format
• Watertight (IP65)
• Can be connected to a 10 V - 40 V power supply
• Current location displayed on the online platform and in 

the app  
• Managed with MiApp (iOS and Android)

MOVING INTELLIGENCE

Moving Intelligence is your partner in the field of security, 
tax-proof trip administration and fleet management. We 
secure and control your car, boat, motorcycle, truck, camper, 
oldtimer, art object, valuable packages or work equipment. In 
short, we ensure that you can manage your belongings, 
always and everywhere. With in-house developed hardware 
that is installed invisibly and software that makes it visible. 
100% Made in Holland.

Product specification Mi13 trailer tracker

Positions with active running lights Every 5 minutes

Positions with brake lights 5 - 8 minute frequency

Positions with signal lights 5 - 8 minute frequency

GPS / GSM coverage across the whole of Europe a

Location history a

Watertight (IP65) a

Movement sensor / active notification a

Geofence a

Border crossing notification a

Visible on the online platform and in the MiApp (iOS and Android) a

Power supply 10V - 40V

Live Tracking (if running lights active) Every 5 minutes

Dimensions (mm) 54x44x19

With the Moving Intelligence app and the cloud-based platform you can 
see the current location of all you transport resources, always and 
everywhere. After installation and activation the Mi13 is immediately visible 
on the online platform and in the MiApp (for iOS and Android).

Online platform & app 


